MN Consortium has been awarded 25 year BOT Contract for the Larnaca Desalination Plant. The company is looking for experienced, highly motivated and efficient Engineers to join the Operations and Maintenance Team. A stable work placement and remuneration based on experience and qualifications are on offer.

(1) Mechanical Maintenance Engineer

Job Description: Responsible for all Mechanical engineering, maintenance and repair work of the Operating Plant, maintaining Workshop and Warehouse facilities in good working order and ordering and store of spare parts. The successful candidate will be working with a small team of technicians be responsible for the Planning and implementing hands on Preventive and Reactive Experienced in Maintenance activities (good trouble shooting skills) on all equipment such as valves, low to high rotating speed - pressure machinery & pumps / motors, bearing changes, shaft alignment, FRP – SS - PP pipes repairs, air blowers, filters, tanks, metal structures etc. **Experience on medium – large pump maintenance is essential.**

Be able to work hands on from manufacturer’s manuals. Monitor Spare machine parts. Competent to read and work form all types of Mechanical Drawings and manuals. Document and report maintenance activities to Plant manager.

Responsible for Health and Safety, leading the implementation of the H&S company’s policy.

Team leader with good administration and procurement skills.

Requirements: Degree / Diploma in Mechanical, Marine, Engineering or similar with over 3 years working maintenance experience in relevant industry / large ships. Good skills, knowledge of installing, calibration & testing mechanical equipment.